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    In Collaboration via 

                             
 
Pedagogy  
 
Jack Fisher presents a compelling new body of work that employs performance, sculpture, 
text, and found images/objects. In order to build up critical dialogues within non-linear 
narratives, Fisher discusses theoretical cultural and societal processes including cloning 
and their resulting repercussions. 
 
Embracing and editing possibilities that proposed technologies and ideas suggest, 
Fisher employs an additive position that jumps between the 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XUUF_i9hszJjrte_ddLa3ayjojVcGDlhlNrWI_eSYLQ/edit?usp=sharing


 

observational/documentation of the digital quotidian, to propositions that interrupt 
and subvert the expected evolution of our culture and society.  
 
In this way, Fisher asks socio-political questions regarding self-authorship and our 
relationships through meditations upon social negation and earnest gesture: works 
such as ‘I plan to clone myself and publicly execute the clone on the 14th of October 
2018, 2016’ question the ethical viability of the disparity between selves (online and 
otherwise).  
 
Utilising his various outputs as canvas and internet as brush, Fisher, from a critically 
suggestive position, is slowly generating a syncretic portrait of both himself and his 
experienced contemporaneity: merged. Fisher generates work that belies its 
awareness of himself as user, producer, protagonist, and ‘artist’, slyly inhabiting his 
roles with full cognizance of their historical implications. 
 

 
Jack Fisher, http://theinternettoldmetodoit.co.uk/ at Bleek, Ghent, 2014 
 
Jack Fisher b. 1991, UK, was a participant of SCHOOL OF THE DAMNED : YEAR OF THE SHEEP, 2015-2016; 
graduated from Leeds College of Art, 2014; upcoming exhibitions include - FBResidency, Facebook Residency, (UK) 
2016; Sell Out, SEIZE, Leeds (UK) 2016  
A New Stratergy To Help Teach Humans to Walk Faster More Effectively @The Wellness & Motivational Center, 
Leeds (UK) 2016. Previous exhibitions include - 'HAVE I LOST YOUR ATTENTION ALREADY?' Performance @ 
Crit-a-Öke, Bluecoat, Liverpool, 2016; RAUSCHMEISSER., Vulpes Vulpes, London (UK), 2015; PIZZA PAVILION, 
'Pizza Al Volo', Campo Santa Margherita, Venezia (IT) (UK), 2015; It's The Last Night On Earth Again (Other 
People Are Also You), Group Show, Portland (OR), 2015; THE INTERNET TOLD ME TO DO IT, Solo Show, Online / 
BLEEK, Sint-Niklaas (BE) , 2014  
 
You can see his full CV here - http://jack-fisher.eu/index.php/other/cv/ 
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